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In 1945, WWII nurse Clair Randall is transported back in time to the 1700s Scotland. Here she

encounters civil war, villains and unrest, and dashing Highland warrior Jamie Fraser. The lives of

the heroic characters of the outrageously popular Outlander TV series play out against the lush

backdrop of the Scottish countryside--an alchemy of romance, time travel, and historical drama!

Based on the equally popular book series by Diana Gabaldon--an international bestseller for 20

years!
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Nice mini calendar. I also had purchased the daily and was quite annoyed that the images on the

daily calendar were from Season 1 (which means that a year from now when Season 3 is ended I'll

still be seeing daily images of Season 1...uggh) but with this mini calendar I got some season 2

images. There was one month that has Black Jack Randall but I'll not deduct a star for that. :) LOL

They also had a month with Frank, poor Frank.I included a few images to give you an idea of what

you're getting. Now, do I need the big monthly calendar? Enjoy!

This is my favorite of the Outlander 2017 Calendars. I had to have them all. This is your typical full

size wall calendar and the quality is good. The pictures are all from Season 2, unlike the other 2

calendars for 2017 (mini and desktop) The pictures seem to be all from the first half of the season

while in Paris but that is fine with me. They have a good selection of who is shown for each month.

Loads of Jamie and Claire and yes, a Black Jack Randall. Even Murtagh gets a month all to himself,



he's one of my favorite characters.One thing that I also enjoy is for the spaces in the actual calendar

section that don't have a date, they have used that space wisely with some extra pictures.I took a

few images to help you make your decision. Cheers

I wasn't sure what to expect considering the 2016 Daily Outlander Calendar got some really bad

reviews because it didn't include many images of the actors/cast, etc and had a lot of trivia. But

since the cover of this was showing a gorgeous image of Jamie and Claire going to their first big

party to meet the French King I thought, yeah, at least this will be filled with images of Season 2.

NOPE, Sorry to disappoint. I'm kinda bummed that that it seems that the cover image on the box is

about the only Season 2 image I can find. But on a good note, there are loads and loads of

gorgeous images of Season 1 throughout the calendar. I've taken quite a few images to give you an

idea of what you're going to see when you turn the pages each day. Yes, there are some fun tidbit

trivia pages but I don't mind those as long as there aren't too many because I like learning fun

things about the book, cast, etc for shows I'm so interested in.The pages aren't super thick but if you

are like me and you will probably keep some of the sexier Jamie images (LOL) at least the pages

aren't junk. Now, keep in mind this is just the simple daily desk calendar that most shows use. I

have also used the Shoes Daily Calendar for the past 7 years and those pages are a work of art

that are printed on heavy cardstock and each side has a different image. This calendar has printing

on one side and you just tear them off at the end of the day and you can either toss them or save

the ones you like the best. The weekends combine 2 days on one page like most other daily desk

calendars.I kept swinging back and forth between 3 and 4 stars because I feel they intentionally

misled us with the beautiful Season 2 image on the box and then only show us Season 1 images. I

don't know why they couldn't have included at least some Season 2 images. I mean, this wasn't

released until Season 2, episode 11 had been aired so for those of us who keep updated, I don't

see how they couldn't include some Season 2 images without giving away any spoilers. So, for now

I'm gonna leave it at 4 stars but I really feel that it doesn't quite meet up to a 4 star rating but since

the images are good that are included I don't know if 3 stars is overkill. Either way, I will enjoy the

calendar very much and hope that for 2018 they really get their act together and get some updated

images. I'd love to pay a little extra and get the type of daily calendar that I get with the Shoes styled

calendars where the images are little works of art and not just something to be torn off and thrown

away.

I am one of those Outlander obsessed fans who purchased the 2016 boxed calendar and was very



disappointed that there was so few pictures of the show and cast. Possibly the 2016 reviews were

read because the 2017 calendar is better...in some ways. The quotes/trivia only number a little over

100 pages and there are alot more of pictures. The majority of the pictures are from S1, but that's

okay since we had so few pictures in the 2016 calendar. The pics from S1 number about 5X that of

S2, so if that's a pattern possibly we'll get many pics from S2 in the 2018 calendar? The good thing

about this calendar is that many of my favorite pictures of the S1 cast (I'll admit, mainly Jamie and

Claire) are included in this calendar. I was glad to see the gorgeous picture of the red dress (that we

see on the box) is on 1/24, so there are some very good pictures from S2, but if you're expecting

only pictures from S2, you will be disappointed.

Gorgeous quality! Personally, this feels like a much stronger version than the 2016 visually. It's

nearly 100% France, so for those looking for a little touch of Scotland will get only just that. The

pictures *are* in order last time on the back (another flaw from last year) and hopefully I can edit this

later with some follow ups.

Gorgeous. Just gorgeous. The photos represent some of the most breathtaking costumes and

settings and actors you'll ever see. Great size, useful space on the calendar page and delivered

promptly. Ordered one for me and several more for gifts. Excellent reminder of how extraordinary

Season 2 of this remarkable show was.

It is now halfway through the year and I feel that I can review this item honestly. I wish I had saved

my money and just watched the DVD's that I have from the last couple of seasons. Most of the

photographs are of Claire. While I like her, I also like seeing a little "man candy" as I am sure

anyone that likes Jamie can attest. Most of the shots, too, appear to be of behind the scenes

pictures. What I really hated about this calendar, though, is that about 1/2 of the days don't even

have a picture! There are days that just include "A sign that you are obsessed with Outlander". One,

for example, is that "You joined Outlander Anonymous. It's a big group."I have no plans of ordering

the next year.

The 2017 boxed calendar is a vast improvement on last year's. More photos, less trivia, quotes, etc.

Thank you Sellers Publishing for listening.
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